


C. Hansen – Expanded section “Your background applicable to serving on this body” 

I am a registered nurse and certified research coordinator. I am currently completing a master's degree 

in applied anthropology. This program is teaching me how to do applied research to understand and 

solve local current issues in a short time frame.  

 

Last fall, I began looking for groups to work with to complete the required applied research project for 

degree completion. I wanted to work with local groups to help my community understand and act on 

climate change. This led me to work with the Northfield Energy Working Group (a sub commission of 

Northfield's Environmental Quality Commission), the Greater Northfield Sustainability Collaborative, and 

the Northfield Area Community Solar groups.  

 

I did much work with these groups: 

• Helped complete a study summarizing best practice climate action plans of other cities--plans 

that are actually already achieving greenhouse gas reduction and adaptation goals. 

• Presented the above study findings along with other climate action planning background 

information to the EQC so they could present to the city council why a CAP is a good idea for Northfield.  

• Collected over 900 Northfield resident signatures to let our city council know Northfield 

residents want renewable energy in the future. 

• Held several events to educate the public and to sell solar garden subscriptions. 

 

The Greater Northfield Sustainability Collaborative (GNSC) recently became the client for my applied 

research project. For the GNSC, I am interviewing Northfield residents asking the question, “How are 

you experiencing climate change?” This information will help to structure future climate change public 

participation activities.   

 

Working with these groups has taught me that multi-level action is needed NOW to lessen the local and 

global inevitable impacts of a changing climate. My knowledge of climate action planning and my 

applied research skills would bring a helpful perspective to the Planning Commission/Zoning Board. 
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